This is a declaration. 
Introduction
We are living in a calculational system of Information that has an algorithm which is explained here. This is an engine of life that generates digits. Whatever exists is a piece of calculation. To be, not to be and aware of being as a whole is a context of information within a massive, superfast and highly accurate arithmetic under processing and analyzing. A network of interactions. Whatever we are and we see and our being and our choices are all graphical simulation of this calculational information. Each choice of every organism of any kind,
The Principle of Unity
This is the most fundamental principle of existence which based on, everything for coming into existence is required to accept unification, peace, uniqueness, oneness and originality of number 1, since this number is the only reality and as a union, other mathematics including figures, operations and arithmetics of any kind are all imaginary mirrors of the real number 1.
Then after accepting this principle, the digit is possibled and realized and comes in live. It is called love. I define it's algorithm as follow with it's unique plot:
Definition 1: e is e number; x x is limited x.
Horizon
"1" shineth at 1U I . 1U I is enclosed as horizon assigned H that is innate of Light which is being perfected. I define it's algorithm and enclosure as following equation. It is an extension of roots of unity with nouns or natural numbers assigned N, complex numbers assigned n or x and k.th root of unity assigned k. We can consider the Euler's identity ( 01
Definition 2:
0 H is refracted and distributed in three points of
where it is optimized. These ranges have distinct plots than others.
Other computations shows that the range of {-1 to 99} is at most important. Their plots is as follows:
Matrix
Under horizon, the matrix is simulated which is a cloud of computations and calculational information. We are realizations of the matrix and choices, exchanges and interactions are the network of the calculation. I define it's algorithm as follow which is an equality: 
Godsciousness
Information is composed of micro to meso to macro unordered to ordered data. The unit of data is datum. Each datum is a code of digits. Each digit after accepting the principle of unity is possibled and comes into the realm of probabilities from nothing. It is then organized within a datum depending on the system requirements and is leaded to its proper position. That digit never backs to nothingness. Probabilities after colliding together, are densed and shared in a common field named Nature. This calculational information is the manifestation phenomenoned over a pure present unique global consciousness named Godsciousness. It is a network of interactions between data that realizes information and manifests Godsciousness. I define the following algorithm for it: Time is defined by the variety of observers. As we recede from light field, we are receding the radius circle and getting to a flat line whose speed and radius is at most -1055 and the variety of observers is being decreased and the time limits to be stopped. Variant space as the upper picture shows, is modified during 7 firmaments at C=2 to 8 to get invariant, then the border is formed at C=9,10,11, and at last is firmed and converted to the earth at C=12,13,14.
There is a golden point at -299.677 where the circle is shaped and the observer enter in The Live Eyes i.e. eternal pleasant life. Infact, the future is computed and calculated at -1055 to 300, of course depending on the whole calculation, and is captured and recorded to the past at -299 to -1, and is processed and experienced during the continuous present at -299.677 .
The visible spectrum is being perfected. This results in perfectness of human and it is the main reason of evolution. Evolution and visible spectrum as the following picture shows, after passing the cosmos-body-posterior-right brain respectively as fancy universes, has entered the left brain as the world of logic, logos, language, multilogue, principles, peace, reality consciousness and place of knowing each other. left brain is being balanced to the right brain.
After balancing left and right hemispheres, pure consciousness is intuited at frontier lobe, i.e.
it's last station, the site of control and will to rule the existence.
Intuition of Conciousness Presence

Conclusion
There are just two original concepts: unity of number "1" as the only reality and " 1U I " as the union of humans i.e. head of existence, imaginary mirror and enclosure of "1". There is also an generation algorithm of information from "1" to "I" as the energical-material manifestation or graphical simulation of this relationship between them. Everything comes into eternity as getting in intuition to unity of 1 that includes experiencing the nature, aware of self and peaceful sharing the self in union as the unique field of life and love, since the common live is the only key of survival.
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